Firenock Review by Gary Paugh, 14th September 2008
Firenock GFH (advance placement)
While waiting for the Firenocks to show up, I bought some Lumenoks in hopes of running a side by side test.
First off the Lumenoks didn't fit my Gold Tip shifts and they had to be sanded down to fit, then after about 5 shots
each with the three Lumenoks: one went dead, one got very dim, and one kept working but after poking my fingers several
times with the little wire on the Lumenok while tiring to shut it off; I set the last working one aside.
On to the Firenocks, setup went very quick test fitting the O-rings one at a time on the first nock and then just
using the same size on the other two nocks.
I've been shooting the Firenocks every day probably 25-30 shots each so far with no problems shooting at my 3D
coyote in dim light is great you can see the arrow flight see the hit or miss a big plus for me is being able to find my arrows
and with the Firenocks I can find arrows that miss the target and go back into the blackberry bushes saving the lose of an
arrow and broad head.
I'm shooting a Bowtech Desert Striker with a 425 grains arrow @ 353 fps, you can't hunt game animals in oregon with
a crossbow. I use this setup for urban coyote control where firearms are not allowed. Most shots are 30 yds or less with
this type of hunting. It is very hard on arrows/bolts, even a good shot on a coyote will result in an arrow burying in the dirt,
brush or a tree. i have not lost an arrow with a Firenock on it yet, or had one not work as advertised.
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